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Rotary labelling machines are multi-labelling units that     
comply with most container shapes and sizes. It is available 
in different size models that suit most of the packaging      
industry requirements. Rotary labelling systems are fully    
automatic and are controlled by PLC and interface is done by 
means of operator control panel. Various rotary labeller  
models are available for self-adhesive, hot melt and wet-glue 
applications. Complete safety enclosures are supplied as a 
standard.  

 
The SLA4-2-CIO electronic label application system is designed 
to automatically apply front and back labels onto flat, square, 
tapered or convex containers.  
A sturdy base frame with an integrated stainless steel            
enclosure houses all the electronics and forms the bases 
where all units and further accessories are mounted onto.    
Labelling is done by stepper motor and drives devices to       
ensure accuracy. Operator interface and parameter setup is 
done via a HMI screen, centrally mounted and able to rotate to 
allow access from both sides of the machine. A double-sided  
in-feed centralizing unit or double sided scroll system            
orientates the container when entering the labelling area. An 
overhead stabilizer holds the container in its orientated state 

and ensures stability and support when moving through the area and where the labels are applied. 
Flat panel labelling accessories  ensure good adhesion of the label onto the container. All drive     
motors are controlled by frequency inverters and have variable speed facility as a standard. The    
machine is mainly constructed using stainless steel grade 304 for durability and corrosion resistance.  

This self-
contained    
Unwind/
Rewind      
(Reel-to-Reel) is 
a fast way to 
change rewind        
direction of 
material   

(wind-in / wind-out), change core sizes, 
and visually inspect labels. With various 
core sizes, roll diameters and speed    
adjustment these units present the most 
versatile way to get the job done. 

This machine is ideal for labelling on 
shrink-wrapped packs, boxes or 
packed products. Accuracy for label 
placement is very good, however, due 
to the nature of the application, up to 
2mm in either direction should be    
allowed for slippage. The standard 
unit can be side or top mounted. The 
labeller is very compact and runs of 
220V AC utilizing an industrial geared 
motor unit. Stainless steel components 

are  largely used in the construction of the machine.        
Optional mounting brackets can be supplied for either side 
or top mounting onto an existing conveyor or machine. 

 


